If your garbage is collected on Monday and your street is colored, please follow the blue recycling schedule.
If your garbage is collected on Monday and your street is colored, please follow the yellow recycling schedule.
If your garbage is collected on Tuesday and your street is colored, please follow the blue recycling schedule.
If your garbage is collected on Tuesday and your street is colored, please follow the yellow recycling schedule.
If your garbage is collected on Wednesday and your street is colored, please follow the blue recycling schedule.
If your garbage is collected on Wednesday and your street is colored, please follow the yellow recycling schedule.
If your garbage is collected on Thursday and your street is colored, please follow the blue recycling schedule.
If your garbage is collected on Thursday and your street is colored, please follow the yellow recycling schedule.
If your garbage is collected on Friday and your street is colored, please follow the blue recycling schedule.
If your garbage is collected on Friday and your street is colored, please follow the yellow recycling schedule.